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Have you ever wondered how journalism students learn to differentiate the
'important' story from the daily dross that journalism inevitably throws up?
We have. This paper examines the choices journalism students make when
they're asked to nominate a 'top ten' from a finite list of stories. It suggests
the possible news values they apply to their selection ofthe ten 'best' stories
over a 12 month period. As a second measure of ability to comprehend and
apply news values we also examine the students' ability to correctly locate
countries on a map: a test of their 'political geography'. We offer some ten-
tative conclusions about our students' willingness to engage with the 'diffi-
cult' stories about politics and economics, rather than the 'easy shot' news
of celebrities, disasters and sporting heroes
Introduction
As journalism educators we would like to think our students come into
our care with the best of intentions and a great amount of enthusiasm.
We hope they will share our love ofthe craft ofjournalism and the excite-
ment ofhunting down interesting and worthwhile stories. Unfortunately
we often find that they want to be sports reporters, magazine feature
writers, or 'talking heads' on television (AJysen & Oakham 1996: 39-52).
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We consistently harass them about reading and absorbing the content of
newspapers and of at l,ast occasionally watching a current affairs program
on the ABC rather than the sit-corns that littet commercial television. We
want to produce employable graduates who emerge from our courses with
the practical skills of journalism and the corequesite knowledge of how
the world works (Corrigan 1993).
vVe use a range ofstrategies in their tertiary journalism courses to dem-
onstrate to their students the importance of a broad general knowledge
for mainstream journalists. They also recognise the importance ofinst;ill-
ing in students a critical framework for the analysis ofwhat news actually
is (Vigo 1991: 100). Among the strategies we employ are regular news
quizzes, genetal knowledge and geography tests. The point ofthese regular
tests is not so much to force students into regurgitating a series of ,facts'
about the world, but ratheno instill a sense ofwhat Len Masterman (1980)
has called 'critical autonomy': the ability to negotiate a path through the
news agenda and 'read' the news landscape.
Sadly, the results over the years have been less than heartening. A re-
cent American study reveals a similar pattern:
It's another safe bet that when given a multiple choice test, 50 per cent of
[journalism students] will not be able to pick out the half century when the
D.S. Civil V'/ar occurred, identify who was the D.S. president during most
of World \~lar Il, or know the value of a 'point' of stock on the New York
exchange. And don't bother to ask about geography. (Johnson 1995: 69).
Students can be taught how to write simple news stories and features, (or
how to compile current affairs items), but the quality and depth of such
stories will depend on the individual student's background knowledge of
the particular topic they're dealing with, and their ability to critically ana-
lyse media content: the complexity oflanguage, emotional aspects of the
story, embedded social values and the audience effects of the message
(Silverblatt 1995).
This paper deals with our perception, gained over many vears of teach-
ing, that tertiary journalism students have a relative lack ofknowledge of
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the location (not to mention politics) ofcountries in the news. It also tests
our thesis that they mal" also have a sense of 'news values' skewed in fa-
\'our of "human interest', 'celebrity' and 'sport' when asked to select the
major news stories of the day. Several stuelies (Huston & Wright 1983;
Singer & Singer 1998) have examined meelia behaviour and noted that as
students mature (the transition from high school to tertiary education,
for example) they tend to adopt more evaluative strategies for 'reading'
the meelia. Singer and Singer also note that when students are encour-
aged to "pay attention" to the media, "they generally glean more infor-
mation from it and develop higher-order skills than when [it's] treated as
an easy source of information" (1998: 165).
While much ofthe literature refers to primary and high school students,
the general points it makes are valid in the university context where the
objective is "deconstruction" of complex meelia messages. "[S]tudents
learn to examine news stories ... in order to develop and enhance critical
thiriking skills ... and then they learn production skills" (Singer & Singer
1998: 170). The purpose of our current affairs and geography testing is
to develop this critical process in students. In reality, that's all we can do,
we're not politics and geographl' teachers. We are, in fact, looking for wavs
to integrate the liberal arts and humanities learning, that occurs along-
side the learning of 'skills', into our students' practice of journalism. We
want to encourage students to engage in strategic thinking (Quin &
McMahon 1993) that enables them to link what happens in the lecture
and tutorial to the real-time world in which they ,viii eventually want to
'produce' journalism. This is an important consideration for journalism
educators, given what we know about the demands of the media industry
- for graduates who can 'do' journalism. Ifwe can't provide the 'requisite
skills' then eelitors and employers will not have confidence in our gradu-
ates or our courses (Wyatt 1991: 12). One eelitor told Juclith Wyatt that
he was looking for "familiaritl' with books, magazines and [a] communi-
cated breadth of interest" among the characteristics ofa potential recruit
(\'I"l"att 1991: 14). Canbel'l'a Times eelitor Jack Waterford (1998: 11) said
much the same thing in his keYnote address to the 1997 JEA conference:
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"'Ignorance concentrated over a wide area, is, I have to tell you, fatal [to
prospective cadets]."
The study
Throughout the 90s, second-year broadcast journalism students at Charles
Sturt University in Bathurst have been tested on their knowledge of the
location of overseas countries. They've also been asked on their return
from the end-of-year holidays to nominate what they considered were the
Top Ten news stories (from a list of about 150) of the previous year. ln
1998 we decided to compare the CSU results with an equivalent cohort
taking journalism at the University ofWestern Sydney's Nepean campus.
Given the relatively high Tertiary Entrance Ranking (TER) required for
consideration for entry to the CSU journalism course, and the fact appli-
cants must successfully complete a questionnaire (which includes two brief
essay questions) to be seriously considered for entry, the journalism co-
hort are (with the exception ofmature-age entrants) usually in the top 25
per cent of the TERs for their year. At least 30 per cent of the journalism
students have TERs in excess of90, putting them in the top 10 per cent
academically of students in New South Wales. Many have been educated
at prestige private schools in Sydney, and most have travelled widely. So
those being tested are some of the most intelligent young people in the
state, many ofwho have travelled more extensively overseas in recent years
than their lecturers'
We expected that the entry TER scores for students doing all types of
communication-related degrees at UWS Nepean might be significantly
lower than that required at CSU. To some extent this is explainable in
terms ofthe longevity and reputation of the Bathurst course and the more
recent introduction of journalism into the curriculum at UWS Nepean.
The Nepean mission statement also explicitly requires the university to
admit students from Sydney's western suburbs (the UWS catchment) and
students from educationallv disadvantaged backgrounds. However, to the
surprise ofthe lJWS co-author the TERs ofthe 1998 B Comm Journalism
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cohort are in a respectable range, with the top 20 per cent of students
having a TER over 80 and more than half over 75.
In 1998 the School of Communication and Media at UWS Nepean
introduced a new degree program, the Bachelor ofCommunication (Jour-
nalism) alongside its long-running BA (Communication Stuclies) strand.
Journalism staff at Nepean ha,'e, this year, introduced new journalism
subjects, while revising and strengthening others, and believe that this will
add both rigour and vigour to the program, particularly in the B Comm
(Journalism) degree. In first semester 1998 the BA (Comm Stuclies) stu-
dents wishing to take a journalism specialisation were doing their first
journalism subject, News Reporting. This subject was available to the new
B Cornm (Journalism) students in second semester. Two cohorts ofUWS
Nepean journalism students were selected to participate in this study be-
cause the UWS co-author is interested in comparing the general knowl-
edge of students coming into the new journalism program with that of
students in the existing BA (Comm Stuclies) strand. Group one of the
Nepean cohort is from the BA (Communication Stuclies) program and
group two is the first intake of the new B Comm (Journalism) degree.
Talk to journalism students around the country - as the CSU co-au-
thor clid during his MA (Hons) research for WoUongong University (Patch-
ing 1997) - and you cliscover many want to be foreign correspondents.
Reporting from an overseas countrv (or region) to an Australian main-
stream meclia organisation is seen as one of the glamour jobs for journal-
ism graduates. On that basis, they could be expected to take a keen inter-
est in what's happening overseas, and at least have an idea where various
countries in the news are located. At UWS Nepean there is a significant
minority of international students in both the BA and the B Comm pro-
grams who could be expected to know the locations of countries in their
region (international students at UWS tend to be from either the
Scanclinavian countries, or Southeast Asia - Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore,
Indonesia and Vietnam).
The annual CSU broadcast journalism geography test was prompted
by colleague Ian Richards' results ofa similar test with University ofSouth
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Australia journalism students in 1989 (Richards, 1989 cited in Patching,
1994).
Richards (1989: 1) found that:
The sad fact is that, however successful they might have been at school, most
students our of year 12 are abysmally ignorant of the world in generaL
Nothing has changed in nearly a decade. This year, the students were
asked to locate Somalia, Iraq, Bosnia,Vietnam, Cuba, Bougainville,
Rwanda, Northern Ireland, Afghanistan and East Timor.
CSU geography test results
As part of their assessable work in journalism at CSU students are regu-
larly tested on their general 'news' knowledge. Each of the ten news-type
tests is graded and collectively they account for around 10 per cent of the
students' final grade. Therefore, they take the geography test quite seri-
ousl" and are penalised for mistakes. A total of 35 second-year broadcast
journalism students at CSU took part in the 1998 geography test and
registered the results shown in Table 1.
Table 1: CSU geography test: results by country, March 1998
Country Correct Percentage Ballpark Percentage
Northern Ireland 22 63 0 0
Vietnam 10 29 8 23
Cuba 10 28 5 14
Afghanistan 9 26 4 II
Bosnia 9 26 3 8
Iraq 8 22 6 17
Bougainville 6 17 7 20
Timor 2 6 13 37
Somalia 2 6 2 6
Rwanda 0 0 4 II
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The country correctly located most often, with more than double know-
ing where it was in comparison to the next best, was Northern Ireland.
Nearly two-thirds of the CSU students knew the location of the country
known for too many years ofsectarian violence, and perhaps on the brink
of some form of peace. Interestingly, the students either knew the exact
location of Northern Ireland or didn't have a clue.
Next best with ten correct locations and a handful 'in the ball park' were
Vietnam and Cuba. About a quarter ofthe CSU cohort knew where both
Afghanistan and Bosnia are located, with a few more knowing 'roughly'
where the countries are.
Given the impact on global 'geopolitics of the Gulf War (Operation
Desert Storm 1990-91) and the 'rerun' in February 1998, it would be
expected to have had some impact on the lives of these students in their
early high school years during the early 90s, it waS surprising little more
than one in five knew where Iraq is.
One in six knew where to find Bougainville on the world map (and about
the same number knew rougWy where it is). Again this is surprising, given
the relatively widespread reporting of their secessionist war with Papua
New Guinea in recent years, leading to the recent cease-fire.
The least-recognised are three countries that have been in the news in
recent years: Somalia, Rwanda, and most surprisingly, East Timor. While
Australian military involvement in Somalia might have been a few years
ago (and hence not necessarily remembered by then high school students),
politically active local university students have been involved in the free
East Timor movement of the 90s. It's worthy of note that 13 students -
more than one in three - had a rough idea where it was, if only some-
where to the north of Darwin.
None of the CSU students could locate Rwanda accurately. Four (or
about one in ten) students knew it was 'roughly' in central Africa.
As interesting (as the statistics on correct locations) is where some of
the students thought the nominated countries are located. Somalia was
positioned all over Africa by various guessing students, and one CSU
student placed it in South America. Iraq was variously pOSitioned in
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Pakistan, southern Russia, Saudi Arabia, Somalia and Turkey (which are
all 'almost' in the ballpark), but in Greenland and adjacent to New York'
Bosnia floated all around southern Europe and the Middle East, but it
was also positioned in west Africa) southern Africa) and even in Germany!
Vietnam was put in China) Borneo) mainland Malaysia, Korea) Cambo-
dia, Thailand and Burma, but also in Mghanistan and central Africa. Cuba
was most often incorrectly positioned in South America (eight times) but
also in west Mrica and (like Iraq) adjacent to New York.
Bougainville was most often confused with Papua New Guinea, but it
also wandered further east to the Indonesian islands of Sulawesi, East
Timor and Sumatra.
Rwanda was incorrectly positioned all over Africa (thankfully at least
the group mostly thought it was in Africa'), but one put it in the middle
ofSouth America -roughly in the right area ofthe continent, JUSt the wrong
continent.
Northern Ireland, although correctly position by nearly two-thirds of
the students, was also incorrectly placed in Scotland, Germanv, Russia,
Norway and Sweden.
Mghanistan found its way to central Africa, Angola and Israel.
East Timor was a tough one - in Borneo Sumatra, Bougainville, the
Philippines (perhaps understandable), but also in Mghanistan, Thailand
and China'
Table 2: CSU Geography Test: average scores by students, March 1998
Score
Students
10
o
9
o
8
2
7
1
6 5.5 5
2 3
4
2
3 2.5 2 1.5
2 4 3 4
0.5 0
4 4 3
The mean mark for the CSU cohort, giving half a mark for being 'in
the ballpark' (or close), was 2.8. The median mark (half the group below
and half above) was also around 2.8. Three of the 35-strong CSU group
couldn't manage to correctly locate any of the ten countries. Four knew
roughly where one of the countries was (the 'in the ballpark' categorl'
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above), another four knew where only one country is, and another four
kne,,' where one and 'almost another' are located. Three students located
two (or one in five) and four more found two countries and knew roughly
where another is.
Nearly two thirds of the student group (22 of35 or 63 per cent) could
locate less than three of the ten countries correctly.
At the other end of the scale for the CSU group, no one knew all ten,
or even nine, In fact, in all the years the test has been administered in
Bathurst, no student has managed the magic ten. The closest by far was a
mature-age student in the mid-90s who managed 9.5 - but he did come
to the course after three years backpacking around the world!
The top mark, by two students (about 6 per cent) was eight. lillother
student managed seven correct ans\vers, and two came up with six cor-
rect. A further four students located five correctly, and three ofthem knew
'roughly' where another country is to be found.
UWS Nepean geography test results
A total of 47 students from the BA (Comm Studies) and the B Comm
(Journalism) completed the geography test, we can probably assume that
the other 28 found the prospect too daunting. However, as the test was
voluntary their 'non-scores' have not been included in this sample. The
UWS Nepean co-author decided to combine the geography test results
from both groups, while keeping the Top Ten results separate. Before being
combined they were quickly scanned and no major inter-cohort discrep-
ancies were found. The geography test at UWS Nepean produced the
results listed in Table 3 (overleaf).
Interestingly, the UVvS Nepean students also scored highest on know-
ing that Northern Ireland is just off the west coast of England. Vietnam
was also second in this group, with over half the group being able to cor-
rectly position it on the isthmus below China. Iraq and Timor are also in
the same position on both the CSU and UWS lists, in 6th and 8th places
respectively. From this point the differences with the CSU cohort begin
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Table 3: lJ"'S Nepean geog.-aphy test: results by country, July 1998
Country Correct Percentage BaIlpark Percentage
Northern Ireland 27 60 6 13
Vietnam 25 56 8 18
Rwanda 19 42 2 4
Bougain\'ille 14 31 27 60
Iraq 13 29 I 2
Mghanistan 10 22 7 16
Timor 9 20 18 40
Bosni:l 7 16 13 29
Cuba 7 16 13 29
Somalia 3 7 14 31
to kick in. Surprisingly few Nepean students could correctly locate Bosnia,
or Cuba, which both appeared in the top halfofthe CSU list. Just over
half could locate Bougainville within the 'ballpark', that is within several
hundred kilometres of its correct position, just to the northeast of Papua
New Guinea. Roughly one-third were in the 'ballpark' with Bosnia, Timor
and Cuba.
At least a handful of UWS test takers could locate each countr)',
but like the CSU cohort, the mistakes were spectacular. One UVvS stu-
dent, on her own, made the following geographical howlers: Rwanda,
Somalia, Iraq and Afghanistan were all located in the Siberian tundra.
Bosnia was in Greenland, Northern Ireland in continental USA and Cuba
in Venezuela (the closest she came to correctly positioning anv of the
countries'). This could have been a silent protest at either having to do
the 'stupid' quiz in the first place, or at her own lack of knowledge in
this area. Needless to say, this student scored zero for geography, but she
\\'asn't alone.
Another student single-handedl)' altered the map in the following
creative fashion: Afghanistan in Brazil, l'orthern Ireland in Greenland,
Bosnia in the USA, Vietnam in the Balkans (perhaps an insight worth
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sharing with the US State Department), Rwanda in the Philippines,
Somalia in Japan and Iraq in Siberia. It's possible that these two students.
were friends and decided to be 'funny' with their tests. However, they were
submitted and therefore counted, but we'd have to say that statistically
they're definitely 'outliers', beyond the reasonable 'cluster' ofscores we'd
expected.
Table 4: U'VS Nepean Geography Test, result by students, July 1998
Score 10 9 8.5 8 6.5 6 5.5 4.5 4 3.5 3 2.5 2 1.5 0,5 0
Students 2 2 7 3 2 3 1 4 2 3 6 3 4 2
At 4.1 marks the mean score for the UWS cohort was slightly higher
and the median score (3.5) is onl\' halfa mark higher than the CSU scores.
Ten l.JWS students out of 47 (22 per cent) handed in sheets with no
correct answers, but unlike the unlucky 'outliers\ they managed a few
points by being 'in the ballpark' with a couple ofplaces. In similar fashion
to the CSU cohort the UVVS students managed some interesting juxta-
positions. Timor, Bosnia and Northern Ireland appeared inside the Arc-
tic Circle; Cuba was all over central and south America, as well as off the
coast of New York state and in the middle of the north Pacific. Less than
half the students could locate more than two countries correctly: 27 (60
per cent) could find Northern Ireland and 25 (56 per cent) could place
Vietnam, the next closest was Rwanda, successfully placed by only 19 of
the 47 participants (42 per cent). However, unlike the CSU cohort, one
UWS student scored a perfect 'ten', two managed nine, two got eight-
and-a-halfmarks and one scored eight. The ten went to a Norwegian stu-
dent and we suspect that the other high scores were more than likely shared
among the Scandinavians. The test was anonymous but the 'ten' did put
his name on the answer sheet and so did another of his compatriots who
did well. The UW'S co-author also has classroom experience ofthis group
(there are about eight in the class), which alwa'ys does well on the weekly
current-affairs quiz administered to journalism students.
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Summary of geography test results
Onlv nine (26 per cent) of the CSU group knew where half or more of
the countries are located on the map. In the mvs cohort 18 (38 per cent)
managed a score of five or better. As mentioned above we tend to think
this might be due to the 'distorting' influence of the Scandina,·ian group
on the UVI'S sample. The disappointingly low scores overall are evident
in both cohorts. The differences in scores by country may be partially
accounted for by the discrepancy in the timing of the test - March 1998
at CSU and July 1998 at UWS Nepean. Different stories ma'· have been
'playing' in the media at these times drawing the students' attention to
particular areas of the globe.
Interestingly the top three most recognised countries in the CSU scores
are those that were high on the international news agenda long before
most current tertiary students were born. Perhaps this reflects the lon-
gevity ofprominent 20th century 'global' problems more than anything
else. While sectarian tensions in Northern Ireland have been simmering
for decades, they have become 'currenci news again Over the past two
years, which could explain why most students are familiar with its loca-
tion. It might be suggested that most students probably knew the loca-
tion of Vietnam and Cuba from their high school history lessons: the
Cuban missile crisis during the Kennedy administration in the early 60s,
and Australia's controversial involvement in the Vietnam conflict from the
60s through to the early 70s, are still seen as defining moments of the
post-war period. Although the fighting in Bosnia and several minor wars
in central Africa are ofa more recent vintage, they might have stuck more
in the minds of our students. Third spot on the U\NS list was taken by
Rwanda, which has really only emerged as a story over the past four to
five years; significantly nobody in the CSU cohort could correctly locate
this impoverished and war-torn central African nation. Despite Pope John
Paul's visit there only a couple of months before the geography test in
July 1998, Cuba was joint last with Bosnia at the bottom of the UWS list
(Cuba was 3rd and Bosnia 5th at CSU).
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We might have expected students to be more familiar with the locations
of countries close to Australia, such as Timor (8th on both lists) and
Bougaim'ille (7th on the CSU list and 4th at UWS), given the 'proxim-
ity' factor that makes both stories prominent and current in the Austral-
ian media. While there is some consistency (Ireland and Vietnam) at the
top, there's little to suggest a pattern to the results indicated here. O"er-
all perhaps we can say that at both institutions there's a distinct lack of
general knowledge when it comes to geography. lJthough, to be fair to
the students, we doubt if either of us could have correctlv positioned all
ten countries ifwe'd been called upon to do it 'blind' and with the 'aid'
of a small (A4) and heavily-photocopied outline map.
Our advice to the would-be foreign correspondents' Back to the world
maps, lads and lassies'
Th_e top ten news stories of 1997: background
At the beginning of each academic year CSU broadcast journalism stu-
dents are asked to nominate what they consider were the top ten news
stories of the previous year. This is to impress upon them the importance
of keeping up-to-date with the current news agenda and acquiring valu-
able background knowledge on a myriad of topics - knowledge that will
help them gather news stories quickly and accurately once they (hope-
fullv) join the mass-media workforce after they complete their studies. The
U,VS Nepean co-author decided to survey his own students in 1998 as
part ofa comparative study and to satisf}' his own curiosity about the 'news
sense' of the cohort he teaches.
The CSU author has been testing his second and third-year students
about their ideas of the relative importance ofmajor stories from the pre-
vious year for more than a decade) since he first saw the annual sun"ey in
the American publication World P,-ess Re),ie.,. This monthly magazine
publishes the best investigative and interpretive pieces from around the
world. But once a year it surveys nev,:s services in Europe) Asia) Africa and
Latin America and includes the results ofthe Associated Pnsswire service's
!4!
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annual poll of 180 news executives in the United States to find the top
ten news stories ofthe year. The 1997 results were pu blisheo in the March,
1998 issue. The CSU author has been interested over the years in com-
paring what his students thought was important (from the perspective of
Australian soon-to-be journalists) with industry leaders.
The 1997 World Press Review survey nominated Asia's monetary
meltdown, the return ofHong Kong to China and the death of the Prin-
cess of Wales as the top stories of last year·( World Press Review, 1998).
Also high on their list was the birth of Dolly, the cloned sheep in Scot-
land.
A more 'local' comparison can be gained from the annual report ofthe
Rehame Australia Analysis Division which published a list of last year's
most mentioned news stories on radio and television (Rehame, 1998). It
monitored a total of 2,873,62 items on the nation's broadcast media
(Appendix 4) and their top story, with nearly double the number ofmen-
tions to the next story was the Federal Government's Native Title stance
with a total of40,027 mentions nationwide. Next came Pauline Hanson
with 22,968 mentions on the electronic media, followed by the death of
Princess Diana (17,331), the Thredbo landslide (14,097), the Republic
debate (12,611) and the Federal Government's Aged Care Reforms
(11,353 mentions). The dominance ofthe Wik debate and Pauline Hanson
in this survey is probably because those t'\VO stories ran in the media virtu-
ally throughout the year, whereas the two disaster stories, Princess Diana
and Thredbo, had a news 'life' of a few weeks.
Until last year, the top story chosen from the lists given to CSU stu-
dents was usually Australian. In 1995 it was the then ongoing NSW Royal
Commission into police corruption. A year later it was the POrt Arthur
killings.
Methodology
To complete this exercise students were asked to nominate a total of ten
stories~ in true journalistic Style~ in descending order of relatiye impor-
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tance. In other words, the first story nominated in their list was, in their
opinion, the most important news event of the previous calendar year.
Students were given a list ofl25 stories to choose from. The list was com-
piled by the CSU co-author from end-of-year television specials and re-
views in dailv and Sunday newspapers. The third year broadcast journal-
ism students at CSU were expected to remember the top ne\vs stories
nationally and internationally from the previous year and were not gi\'en
the benefit of the list. This provides a minimal blind control for the other
three groups.
In order to simplify this list from the top ten nominated by each stu-
dent we have refined their initial selections (125 stories to choose from X
143 students X 10 choices per student = 178,750 individual choices) and
present the results here as the top ten chosen by each cohort. Where sto-
ries tied for a position they've all been mentioned and, where possible,
ranked according to the number of first preferences, second preferences,
etc., they received.
In line with the Rehame analysis we have also combined several indi-
vidual story titles into 'generic' stories that can incorporate more than one
story from the list provided by the CSU co-author. This has made the
results clearer and more definitive, as well as simplif)'ing the list. It oc-
curred to us that this would be a good idea because (for example) some
students may have seen the story 'Di outpouring of grief under 'Inter-
national', but not looked at the section headed 'Deaths" where Diana's
name appears again. Similarly, with the 'Travel Rorts Mfair' story, we ga\'e
several possible choices, the general 'affair' and then more specific refer-
ences to individuals affected by it (Mal Colston and Nick Sherry) and
Coalition cabinet members who resigned. Similarly with the Thredbo
disaster, it is hard to separate the euphoria of finding Stuart Diver ali"e
from the tragedy of the event itself given the media coverage both at the
time and since. We've also decided that the Hanson bandwagon and the
launch of One Nation are symptomatic of the same phenomenon. The
result of this combination has been to give some stories a 'hit count' higher
than 100 per cent. While this may look a little odd when tabulated, it is in
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fact a true reflection of the total number of times each story was selected
from the list provided. Some students nominated (for example) both the
Thredbo 'tragedy' and the 'miracle' in their top ten, judging them to be
similar, but different stories. (In future years we may have to design this
'bug' out of the system, making sure that each story only has one signifier
on the list given to students.)
Results from the CSU Top Ten Survey
The 1998 results for second and third year CSU students are shown in
Table 5 (opposite). While this discussion centres on the comparison of
the CSU and UIIVS groups' lists taken from the same master list, it is in-
teresting to look briefly at the results of the CSU third-year group that
had to rely on their memory, which gives an indication of how students
might choose their 'Top Ten' without prompting.
Thirty-four final-year CSU students filled out their 'Top Ten'. About
70 per cent put the death ofthe Princess ofWales as their top story - four
times as many as their next most important story, the Thredbo disaster
(and Stuart Diver's miraculous survival). Then came the Travel Rorts Mfair
(and Nick Sherry's attempted suicide), the defection to the ALP of the
Democrats' leader Cheryl Kernot, the Republican debate, and Wik. There
are not 34 top story references in the list, because one student nominated
the Asian financial meltdown as their most important story for the year, a
story that did not figure in the final years' overall top ten stories. (Inci-
dentally, one final year, knowing that the CSU co-author made no secrer
that he liked the country and western music ofJohn Denver, nominated,
rather tongue in cheek, the late singer's untimely death in Monterey Bay
as the most important news event ofl997!)
More worthy of mention, though, is the difficulty some final-vear stu-
dents had in remembering ten important events from the previous vear
without the benefit of a list of 125 to choose from. Significantlv, five of
this group's top ten are in the category "Death/Celebrity"; a sixth, the
Thredbo story, is also an incident involving death and, one could argue,
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Table 5: CSU 3rd year 'Top Ten': selected from memory, Mareh 1998
Rank Story % Total 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th Type
Diana* 124 41 24 5 4 2 DC
2 Thredbo* 124 41 6 24 7 0 0 0 T
3 Kernot defects 84.8 28 0 0 4 12 3 5 3 0 0 ;.;p
to ALP
4 Traycl Rorts* 90.9 30 0 4 7 2 6 4 3 2 ;';P
5 Wik * 81.8 27 2 2 6 5 3 2 2 3 ;';P
6 Mother 66.7 22 0 3 2 5 6 2 DC
Thcrcsa
7 Israel bridge 48.5 16 0 0 3 5 2 3 2 0 0 TS
8 Gianni Vcrsacc 36.4 12 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 DC
9 John Dem'er 33.3 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 DC
10 Michacl 33.3 11 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 4 DC
Hutchence
Note: * indicates combined stories relating to the same news 'event'
Key to types: DC Death/Celebrit\· NP National politics
T Tragedy TS Tragedy/Sport
the subsequent 'celebrity' status accorded to the sole survivor ofthe trag-
edy, ski instructor and Harry M Miller client, Smart Diver. A seventh story
also fits this category, the deaths of four Australians when a bridge col-
lapsed at the Maccabean Games in Israel (we classified this story as "Trag-
edy/Sport"). The remaining three ofthe top ten were Australian politics,
bur surprisingly Pauline Hanson didn't rate a mention. However, it could
also be argued that the Kernot story also has elements of'celebrity' given
the fuss her defection to the ALP caused, shortly followed bl' her
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appearance on the cover of a popular womens' magazine dressed like a
demented 'flapper' from the 1920s in a red dress and matching feather boa.
At the beginning of 1996, with students looking back over the major
news events of 1995, less than three quarters of the 32 students taking
the test (23) could recall 10 major news events. Three could only think of
five, and others could onlv think ofseven, eight and nine respectively. Two
managed 11, and one "ery keen student recalled 14. The top story (as
mentioned earlier) was the New South Wales Royal Commission into the
police, but other major stories that year were the Oklahoma bombing,
the Super League (rugby league) drama, the O.T- Simpson trial, 'ethnic
cleansing' in Bosnia, French nuclear testing in the Pacific and the assassi-
nation oflsrael's Prime 1'.1inister Rabin.
A year later, and a new final year group, looking back over the major
news events of 1996, and still a handful couldn't recall 10 major news
events in a vear that saw the slaughter at Port Arthur, gun law reform; the
Dunblane school massacre in Scotland; the Atlanta Olympics; the eutha-
nasia bill being passed in the Northern Territory; the on-going NSW Royal
Commission into police corruption; and the steady rise ofPauline Hanson.
"''hat was equally surprising, the 1997 survey of news events in 1996 was
that three ofthe second-year students, given a list ofl50+ stories to choose
from, did not consider the Port Arthur slayings one of the top ten stories
ofthe year. And only two ofthe three considered the gun law reform debate
worthy of mention.
This year, three of the 34 final year CSU students could not recall 10
major news stories. Once could only manage four, another fi"e, and the
third student could only recall eight major news events from lastvear. There
were at least five major death stories alone last year- Diana, Mother Teresa,
Versace, and entertainers 1'.1ichael Hutchence and the aforementioned John
Denver.
The second years' list (Table 6, opposite) follows closely the final years'
for the top four, \\;th identical top two stories - Diana and Thredbo -
and Travel Rons ahead of Cheryl Kernot. With the benefit of the list to
jog their memories, the second years then went for the Republican Debate
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Table 6: CSU 2nd year 'Top Ten': selected
from a list of 125 stories, March 1998
Rank Srory % Total 1st 2nd 3td 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th Type:
Diana* 103 34 16 7 6 0 3 0 0 0 DC
2 Thredbo* 118 39 5 14 5 7 4 2 0 0 T
0 Tra\'e! Rorts* 69.7 23 0 2 2 4 6 3 3 :-;p
4 Kernot defects 54.5 18 0 0 2 3 4 2 2 3 ;..:p
to ALP
5 Republic 42.4 14 4 2 2 0 0 2 :-;p
De:bate
6 ?'\atl\'e: Title 66.7 22 3 3 4 0 5 4 0 2 0 :-;p
Debate:*
7 One Nation* 39.4 13 2 0 2 3 2 0 :-;p
8 Hong Kong 36.4 12 0 4 0 2 3 0 0 RP
hand O\'er
9 Mother 27.3 9 0 0 0 2 2 DC
Theresa
10 ~SW Paedo, 27.3 9 0 0 3 0 2 0 :-;SlI'P
philia RC
11 Rafter \\;11$ 27,3 9 0 0 0 0 0 5 S
L'S Open
::-':ote: * indicates combined stories relating to the S3me ne\\'s 'eycnt'
Key to types: DC Death/Celebrity :-;p National politics
T Tragedy RP Region/Politics
S SpOrt ~SWP ~S\'V politics
(mentioned by anI\' three final-vear students towards the bottom of their
lists); the Wik debate (and the stolen children report); the Hong Kong
hand over to China; the launch of the One ~atJon Part)'; the death of
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Mother Teresa; rat fulfter \\inning the US tennis open; and the NSW Royal
Commission into police corruption.
Diana left the biggest impression on the group of second-vear broad-
cast journalism students - mostly aged about 20. Thirty-three compiled
their lists and almost half (16) thought the death of Diana, and the sub-
sequent investigation into her death and the outpouring ofnational (and
international) grief, was the biggest news story of 1997. The event re-
ceived a total of 34 mentions, with 30 (88%) placing it in the top four.
Three students mentioned the story twice, first her death, and then ei-
ther the funeral a week later or the investigation into her death. Two stu-
dents didn't think the Diana story worthy of mention.
One of those who didn't mention the Diana story, also didn't think the
second most-mentioned story - Thredbo and the miracle ofStuart Diver
surviving - worth a mention either. One of the three students who put
Diana at number seven, also didn't think Thredbo was one of the top ten
news stories of last year.
The saturation coverage of the Diana death story (albeit for a relatively
brief period), her general popularity in the media and the fact that jour-
nalism courses around the country are dominated by female students (and
CSU is no exception) probably accounts for the Diana story 'scoring' way
ahead of any other story.
'II'hat's interesting to note is that after the two major tragedy stories of
the vear (Diana and Thredbo), CSU students nominated political stories
as their next five most important stories of 1997. Vl'ho says tertiary jour-
nalism students aren'r interested in politics?
Results of the UWS Nepean Top Ten Survey
This is the first time the top ten survey has been done at UVvS Nepean, so
there is no history of previous years by which to judge the standards of
the 1998 students. However, a comparison between UWS and CSU is an
appropriate point at which to establish a bench-mark for future surveys,
perhaps extended nationally.
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The interesting thing to note about both of these cohorts is that while
the Diana story was by far the most popular choice for the 'number one'
story of the year, it is placed second, behind Thredbo, on this list when
Table 7: U\VS Nepean, BA (Communication Smdies) students,
'Top Ten'- selected from a list of 125 stories, April 1998
Rank Story % Total 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th Type
Thredbo '* 92.3 36 5 18 6 2 2 0 0 T
2 Diana ,. 87.2 34 23 5 3 0 0 0 0 DC
3 Native Title'" 56.4 22 2 2 3 2 3 4 0 3 2 NP
4 Travel Rorts* 51.3 20 4 0 3 4 4 2 2 0 0 NP
5 NSW police 46.2 18 0 5 0 5 4 0 N$IVP
RC
6 Dolly the 46.2 18 2 2 0 4 4 2 0 2 ~O\·.
cloned sheep
7 Pauline 35.9 14 0 2 4 2 3 0 0 NP
Hanson*
8 Asia economic 33.3 13 0 2 2 3 2 0 2 0 RE
meltdown
9 Hong Kong 30.8 12 2 0 3 0 2 4 0 0 0 RP
hand oyer
10 Republican 30.8 12 2 0 2 2 2 0 ;.:p
debate
Note: ,. indicates combined stories relating to the same news <event'
Key to types: DC Death/Celebrity NP National politics
T Tragedy RJ' Region/Politics
NSWP NS\i\: politics RE Rcgion/Ecomomics
No\'. Novelty
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ranked in order of total 'hits' for each story. In the first group (Table 7,
previous page) Thredbo is mentioned by 92.3 per cent of the students
and Diana by 87.2 per cent. In the second UWS group (Table 8, oppo-
site) both the Thredbo (118 per cent) and Diana (103 per cent) stories
scored more than 100 percent, indicating that some students chose to put
both 'choices' for this news event on their lists.
This first UWS group, 39 students, mentioned four national political
stories in their top ten. A combination of the Wik debate and the release
of the Stolen Children report made the third spot and was mentioned by
just over half the students, making it a strong contender for the top five
(12 out of22 mentions), despite only two first mentions. The Travel Rorts
affair was fourth, with just over half the students giving it a top ten
mention. Only one student rated Pauline Hanson as their top story (7th)
and the Republic debate came in at tenth spot and only one first place.
Less than half rated the NSW Royal Commission into police corruption
in the top ten and it was the only NSW political story to get a mention,
but without a first place. It was seen as a middle-ranking story_ Two re-
gional stories from the international list made it into the top ten, men-
tioned by around one-third of the students. The 'cloned sheep' story was
placed sixth on the list overall, but rated as many first mentions as the
long-running Native Title debate. Significantly there are no sport stories
in this list.
The second UWS group (36 students) produced a list topped by
Thredbo and Diana and with the Asian economies meltdown in third place
with 18 first mentions and just over 75 per cent of students rating it in
their top ten. The prominence of this regional story might be partially
explained by the timing ofthe survey. By July 1998 the collapse ofIndo-
nesia was complete and the Asian economic crisis was playing strongly as
both a regional story and a national political story. For the same reason,
spots four through seven were taken by national political stories. By July
1998 One Nation was ready to blitz the Queensland election and was
getting almost daily coverage in the print and electronic media. Native
Title issues are also linked to PauJine Hanson perhaps giving this story a
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Table 8: U\\TS Nepean, B Comm (Journalism) students,
'Top Ten' - selected from a list of 125 stories, July 1998
Rank Story % Total 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th Type
Thredbo* III 40 0 13 14 5 3 4 0 0 0 T
2 Diana* 103 37 27 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 DC
3 Asia economic 77.8 28 18 2 2 0 RE
meltdown
4 One ;-;:ation* 72.2 26 0 2 4 4 5 2 3 0 5 :-or
5 :\atiYe Title 55.6 20 6 2 2 3 2 2 0 >:"P
debate*
6 Republican 38.9 14 2 0 4 2 0 3 0 :-or
debatc*
7 Traye) Rorts* 33.3 12 2 0 3 2 0 :-or
8 Hong Kong 25 9 2 0 0 RP
hand oyer
9 Hutchence 25 9 0 0 2 3 0 0 DC
suicide
10 Dolly the 22.2 8 0 0 0 2 ).:0\'.
cloned sheep
II GST mooted 22.2 8 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 :-or
12 ~SW Paedo- 22.2 8 0 0 0 3 0 :-oswr
philia RC
13 Rafter wins 22.2 8 0 0 0 0 2 2 S
US Opcn
>Jote: * indicates combined stories relating to the same news 'event'
Key to types: DC Death/Celebrity NP National politics
T Tragedy RP Region/Politics
NSV.,lP ~S\V politics RE Region/Ecomomics
NO\-, Novelty S Sport
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boost in the minds of the studems. Between the April and July surveys
the Hong Kong hand-over story had dropped (from 30 to 25 per cem)
and now only rated as highly as pop singer Michael Hutchence's suicide.
Again perhaps for reasons of timing, the GST - tax debate story crept in
to equal tenth along with 'Dolly' (the sheep, not Robert 'Dolly' Dunn
the alleged paedophile); the NSW Royal Commission which recommended
charges against the latter Dolly; and rat Rafter's win in the US Open ten-
nis tournamem. Five stories in this group were national political, one NSW
politics and two were regional political/economic stories, indicating that,
like their CSU counterparts, the UWS Nepean journalism students do take
politics seriously.
Conclusions
We'd be the last people to begin drawing too many deep conclusions from
this very casual survey. The time lag between the CSU survey in March
and the UWS surveys in April and July means that we cannot control for
differences in perceptions caused by how stories might have played in the
first six momhs of 1998. We feel that this is a factor in explaining some of
the differences in the results obtained. In future we will administer the
survey at the same time to minimise this problem.
However, we think we can make some tentative conclusions and sug-
gest some further research to cominue the analysis we've begun here. We
both know from experience and from anecdotal classroom evidence that
our students prefer to watch sit-coms rather than serious current affairs.
One tutor at UWS demonstrated this beautifully when his students did
miserably on one of the first current affairs tests of the year. "''bile only
one or t\vo could name more than one state or territory leader, they could
all name at least six characters from The Simpsons. \Vhile the Diana story
is an exception, we feel that the other celebrity stories on the list are a
direct reflection of a real interest in what we might call the 'serious' ne\\'s
agenda. This leads us to suggest that perhaps the media habits ofour stu-
dems are less than 'highbrow'.
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As teachers of media we must take an active interest in our students'
interactions with the outside world and encourage their self-examination
of this process as a way of forming their own opinions (right or wrong)
about the way the world is and how it might be reported (Hochheimer &
Hochheimer 1994). As Johnson (1995: 69) notes, "we don't just teach
journalism but, along the way, [should] significantly add to students'
knowledge of history, law, literature, political process, economics and
sometimes even science and math". Mar)' Rowitz summarises this proc-
ess as testing and developing critical thinking skills to develop a "well-
rounded" graduate prepared for the "challenges, complexities, elations
and migraines ofa career in journalism" (1996:3). A broad liberal arts
education, steered in the direction ofpractical reportingskills, underpins
an "ability to find a wide range of stories, ask good questions and anlyse
responses" (Kees 1996: 57).
Our observation is lem some weight by a recem article in The Sydney
Morning Herald by David Dale (8 August 1998:10). Dale reported the
findings of a study by Roy Morgan Research imo changes in the reading
and viewing habits of Australians over the past three years. The results
indicate that newspaper readership is falling, while magazine audiences are
growing and we watch almost as much commercial television in 1998 as
we did in 1995. The biggest selling magazines are Women's Weekly, Wom-
an's Day and New Idea, but those with the fastest growing circulation are
TIT Hits, Good Taste, Girlfhend, Personal Computer and PC Um-. The
circulation of Australia's only real news weekly, The Bulletin, fell 13 per
cent over the past three years.
The authors deliberately restricted this research to testing undergradu-
ate journalism students part-way through their degrees. It would be un-
fair to the university cohort to compare these results with those of gen-
eral knowledge and current affairs tests used as part of the cadet-emry
examinations by Fairfax, News Limited and the AllC. Not only would the
cohort taking part in the industry tests be closer to graduation (having
completed or almost completed their respective courses) and would be
expected to have developed wider general and currem affairs knowledge,
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but also, comparisons would be difficult because the various tests would
be obviously different in content. For instance, Jack Waterford (1998: 11)
at The CanbC1Ta Times, sets a cadet entrance exam with eight different
elements. The only way meaningful comparisons could be made, aside from
in the most general way, would be (as we have done here) by having the
groups take the same test.
Some universities have, over the years, been granted access to, for in-
stance, the News Limited test to give final-year students an idea ofwhat
type of questions to expect in the cadet-entry examinations for the next
intake. It is the authors' experience that industry employers consistently
lament the relative lack ofgeneral knowledge of their cadet applicants. It
was partially because of this consistent industry (and the. conviction
that improving students' general knowledge and knowledge of current
affairs was an inherently good idea) that lead to the CSU author institut-
ing regular current affairs tests among second and third year students in
the early 80s.
We would like to extend our 'Top Ten' survey to other journalism
schools next year and combine it with a survey of teading and viewing
habits to see if there is any link between media consumption and the stu-
dents' top ten selections. We believe our survey ofthe journalism cohotts
at twO NSW tertiary institutions suggests a nation"ide survey could pro~
vide useful infotmation about the students who aspire to enter the media
wotkfotce.
At this stage we don't see a role fOt this survey in the widet journalism
entry-level community. That was never its intention. It would be inter-
esting, though, to see how journalism academics fated in the geography
test compared with their students.
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